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Since 1986, the use of a highly focused laser beam through a high numerical aperture
microscope objective has revolutionized the optical trapping and control of micron or submicron sized particles [1,2]. Principal applications involving optical tweezers have been
particularly developed for the control and manipulation of micron sized functionalized
spherical beads as probes in biological environment and cells.
By diffracting a Gaussian laser beam on computerized phase holograms imprinted on a liquid
crystal spatial light modulator, versatile optical tweezers experiments can be designed for
multiple optical trapping or control by acting on the light beam shape. For instance, multiple
traps can be simultaneously created or different spatial laser modes can be generated and fully
controlled by software. Examples of the generation of hollow laser beams like LaguerreGauss beams will be illustrated and discussed [3].
In the frame of our work, we have particularly studied the trapping of organic single crystals
which have a simple parallelepiped shape. By using a circularly or elliptically polarized light
beam, a high speed rotation of such micro-crystals has been achieved [4]. This observation
and other from literature opens great perspectives for micro motors or devices fully powered
and controlled by light [5]. As a challenge, another point will be considered and discussed: it
concerns the search of the best and “economical” way to efficiently control and orient a
unique nano or micro object with an erratic shape.
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